
IDEATE
To generate ideas that answer  the challenge question.

VOTE

After voting, move the top five ideas into this space. 

Have a conversation about each of the ideas and discuss what each of these might look like. 

Spend about 2 minutes on each idea. Focus on listening to each other's perspective and keeping an open

mind. Remember the idea is not fully formed yet. It's just a "seed" at this point. In the Develop Stage the idea

will get further formed (developed) and could go in one of many directions. 

Creative Problem Solving Process AUGUST 2020

What did you learn?

Moving forward, what is one hope you have for the Gaia Leadership Team? 

How might you apply what you learned today and last week to increase innovation across Gaia? 

Anything is a

good idea and

don't converge

until the diverge

is complete

Define a

process for

the

development

of ideas

E team and

Leadership

teamm need to

get on the same

page about

priorities

Continued

collaboration

and open

dialogue

Enhanced

creativity

take more time

to work on the

stuff that's

important to our

business

Real life

applications as a

group to solve

some of our pain

points and explore

opportunities

recognizing

our challenges

and moving

beyond them

That we

don't lose

this

momentum.

More ideas

come from

following a

deliberate

creative process

Present what

comes to

mind without

over thinking

Recognition that

we may need to

"force"

ourselves to

clarify and

ideate

this process

will work for

us

Technical vs.

Adaptive...interesting

We identified how we

work as individuals

and as a team and

identified the

strengths and

weaknesses in our

process

Find time to

use this

To name and use

the process steps

when

approaching the

need for new

solutions

REFLECTION

Understanding

of how other

personalities

can help or

hurt a team

Always ask:

What could

we do

better?

Schedule the

time to

discuss with

our teams

Innovation

has to be

intentional

please do

this

Seeing the desire to

create more time

and/or to find more

cross departmental

projects - something

to explore

Start forming

good

habits...rinse,

wash, repeat

Be vocal about

Adaptive

Challenges...allow

space to create

innovation

use this

process to

cross

collaborate

within teams

Knowing there's a

general desire to

make the time for

innovation gives me

permission to

propose some big

ideas to help facilitate

this need.

greater

awre

Allow idle

time on my

calendar to

think and

innovate

Continue

seeking

improvement

Better

prioritization to

lead to move

efficient use to

time

That we

utlize and

implement

as separate 

teams, share

the wins

across

organization

Commitment

to follow this

framework

Driving for

fortifying our

challenges

More of this

for sure!!!

better

recognition

of adaptive

problems

The there will be

opportunity to

work in this

team on

projects using

these tools

Would love to

take this to the

next level.

What will we

change?

Share the

creation

ideas with

our teams

Follow-up on this

work so it is not

only a workshop,

but build this into

how we use it in

practice

Dont add or

modify

priorities

once

committed

More of this

Everyone

seems to be

balancing too

many things

Breaking the

process into

smaller

pieces

Prioritize

and align

with

timelines

The power of the

word might in

ideation/creative

problem solving

Value of

clarifying

That we all

moving in the

same direction

and want

change.

We need to

spend more

time in

development

Allow the

time for

creation

Implementors

need people

to press

pause

Reverse

assumptions or

find ways to flip

the convo to get

more creative

We are

committed to

creating time

for innovation

Not to edit

during the

ideation

process

Do you want more training or another session? 

CLARIFY
To become immersed in problematic issues that are interesting and arouse curiosity.

SORT

Rearrange the wishes into several categories. Label the categories with another sticky note. 

Meeting

cadence vs.

implementation

I wish we

could

celebrate our

farm more

I wish there is

some additional

time than what

we currently are

used to

I wish we

could give

ourselves

time to truly

innovate

WIBNI: We gave

ourselves time to

explore potential

solutions fully

before selecting a 

path

I wish more

people

understood

interdependencies

WIBNI we

had  more

data and

consumer

insights

I wish the MFG

schedule did

not have 5-8

iterations per

month.

I wish we

would

disrupt the

industry

Wouldn't it be

nice if we

created more

inter-

departmental

KPIs?

WIBN if we

weren't

rushed as

much

WIBN if we

didn't use

any fossil

fuels 

WIBNI WE WERE

ALL MORE

ALIGNED

(INFORMED) ON

MAJOR COMPANY

INITIATIVES 

WIBNI if we 

had a defined

channel

strategy

WIBNI new

product

development

allowed time for

improvement.

WIBNI we had an

agreed upon, well

elucidated process,

that was easy to 

implement

wouldn't it be

nice if we had

unlimited

resources for

projects.

I wish we had

more time to

deep dive IFS

processes now

WIBNI we

coordinated inter-

departmentalefforts

to consider impact 

I wish we

had brand

label

identity

WIBNI...we

were more

patient when

making big

decisions

WIBNI we had a

pipeline of

disruptive,

framebreaking

innovation

I wish

everyone new

the value of

our products

I wish Gaia

could make

plants & herbs

approachable

for all

WIBNI Gaia

was creating

categories vs.

following them

We involved the

right people at the

right stages for

challenges, ideas,

solutions, etc.

I wish we had

more clear

agendas for

meetings to make

the most of our

time.

WIBNI we

didn't assign

launch dates

for NPD?

I wish we

didn't have

so many

meetings

I wish we had

more cross

functional team

projects 

I wish we had

an app for

Gaia Herbs

I wish we had

more clearly

defined cross-

department

objectives and

goals.

WIBNI we

fostered a

culture of

curiosity

Wouldn't it be

nice if we went

all in on

electronic batch

records

I wish we

would market

our assume

lab more

I wish we would

stop setting launch

dates when we

don't know the

formula for a

product

BIG IDEAS (?)
Product

Development

Team /

Companywide

Projects

CULTURE

Wouldn't be

nice to take the

time for creative

problem solving

I  wish we

could be

more

playful

 Brand

SO BUSY; SO MANY

MEETINGS

 fred

Sashank

Melissa

Dave

Shelley

Jason

BT

Alison

Brea

Angela Susan

Hirsch

Ido

KrisJoeie Greg

Brian

Best

Jonathan

Shadia

JEnnifer

Lynch

Lily

Jeremy

Michael

melissa

A B
C D

I WISH... or WOULDN'T IT BE NICE IF...

Use these questions to spark additional thoughts. 

- What sorts of challenges are on your mind?

- What do you wish worked better?

- What are some objectives that you would like to meet?

- What are some things you have done lately that you would like to do better? 

- Scan your work life. What sort of opportunities might be in your world that you might like to take advantage of?

What are your wishes for your challenge(s)?  Write one per sticky note. 

I Wish at

least 1x a

week I had

nothing to do

WIBNI... we had

more time to

spend on up-

front strategy

YOUR CHALLENGE: 

Rewrite your challenge in the box to the right. 

Our Challenge

IDEAS FOR YOUR CHALLENGE

- One idea per note

- Start with an action verb

- Doodles/images welcomed

Round 1

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING

The Creative Problem Solving process can be used to

address adaptive problems that require creative solutions.  DEVELOP
Evaluate, strengthen, and select solutions for best “fit.” Begin to move from ideas to solutions. 

USING 3 VOTES, select the 3 wishes above that are 

- most important

- need imagination

- you have some ownership over

SELECTING THE TOP WISHES. 

OUR CHALLENGE

SELECT THE TOP CHALLENGE

Duplicate the sticky note for the top challenge and place it in the

box below. 

Our top challenge

Rewrite the top challenge using the following formula:

- Start with "How Might We..." (HMW) or "In What Ways Might

We..." (IWWMW)

- Make the challenge broad, brief, and beneficial. 

- Once you have several choices, circle the best one. 

Spend a few minutes in your group talking about the challenge.

Highlight the current situation, share your perspective, and

listen. 

Do NOT try to solve the problem or generate ideas. Just focus

on listening, sharing, and understanding the problem. 

Add some notes below. 

UNDERSTAND THE PROBLEM

I wish we

would focus

our priorities

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

The idea used for this PPCO:

IMPLEMENT

PROJECT MANAGEMENT...

Explore acceptance and identify resources and actions to support implementing the selected solutions.

1. Suspend Judgment

2. Seek Wild Ideas

3. Combine and Build on Ideas

4. Go for Quantity

DIVERGENT 

THINKING RULES

Round 2: Associations with Climer Cards

What ideas do you get from the images? 

Round 3: Assumptions Reversals

1. Select the general topic of your challenge (i.e. workshop design, how kids learn, marketing)

2. Quickly, write down 3 assumptions about your topic. Don't overthink it.

3. For each assumption write one reversal (the opposite of that assumption).

4. Then, use the reversals to spark more ideas.

Assumptions: 

Reverals:

CLUSTER

Sort your ideas into several categories. Label the categories with a 3x5 sticky note. Use as many categories

as you need. Stack duplicate ideas on top of each other. Delete any blank sticky notes. 

PLUSES: What do you like about

this idea? List at least 3 pluses,

strengths, and likes about the idea. 

POTENTIALS: What might result if

the idea was implemented? What

are the unique potentials?

CONCERNS: No idea is perfect. What

concerns, downsides or limitations does

this idea have? Write them as “How to...”

questions. 

OVERCOMING CONCERNS:

What are all the ideas you can imagine

for overcoming the concerns from the

previous column?

PPCO

Select one idea and explore the pluses, potentials, concerns, and ways to

overcome the concerns. 

The idea used for this PPCO:

Product Margin

Development and

Communication

Production

schedule/planning –

why does it change

multiple times per

month?

Creating more time for new

product development

(2 year strategic outlook

vs 6 month

reaction-to-the-market)

Challenges at Gaia Herbs

Below are a few general categories of challenges at Gaia. 

Place your name under the category you want to focus on today. 

(hint: use a sticky note)

YOUR FOCUS

Katie

Bobby

(Mural

Challenged)

Ryan

eddie

Jen

YES
NO
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